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Adapt IT Anti-Monday Laundering solution offers 

organizations a way to combat financial crimes that have 

far-reaching economic effects. These financial crimes extend 

to all levels of banking and mobile money, but they can be 

overcome with the right solution in place.

Money laundering is generally founded on a profit-making, 

criminal operation. The proceeds of the criminal operation 

are concealed to further bolster the illegal business. This 

financial flow is directed away from legitimate economies, 

creating a negative impact on financial systems. For this 

reason, anti-money laundering controls have had to be 

implemented across the globe. 
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The Three Stages Of Money Laundering 

The process of money laundering can be broken down into 

three main stages:

Placement

The initial phase sees cash moved away from its source, 

which is misrepresented or concealed. The cash is then 

placed into circulation via certain businesses, financial 

institutions, casinos, shops, or currency exchange centres.

Layering

The layering phase has the purpose of making it challenging 

to detect laundering activities, making it difficult for law 

enforcement to trace the illegal proceeds. 

Integration

Previously laundered money is filtered back into the 

economy mainly through the banking system, appearing 

as normal business earnings. 

Adapt IT Anti-Money Laundering diminishes the negative 

effects of financial crime, promoting integrity and 

sustainability in financial markets again.

Ensure your business complies with anti-money 

laundering legislation.

Combat money laundering.

Prevent being defrauded by your clients or the public.

INTRODUCTION
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What You Need To Know About 
Anti-Money Laundering

Anti-money laundering (AML) refers to a set of laws, 

regulations, and procedures that have been put in place to 

prevent criminals from disguising illegally obtained funds 

as legitimate income. AML laws cover a limited range of 

transactions and criminal behaviours, but their implications 

are far-reaching.

The Adapt IT Anti-Money Laundering solution works in the 

following way:

It filters customer data

It classifies the data according to a level of suspicion

It uses machine learning to continually inspect the data for 

discrepancies

The main goal of our AML solution is to help detect and 

report suspicious activity including the predicate offenses 

to money laundering and terrorist financing, such as 

securities fraud and market manipulation.

Adapt IT Anti-Money Laundering relies on CDRlive and the 

Mobile Financial Services (MFS) module to function. 

CDRlive is a carrier-grade solution that extracts, transforms 

and loads all CDR data into a robust, highly scalable data 

warehouse. The Mobile Financial Services (MFS) module 

overlays mobile data onto CDRlive usage and revenue to gain 

insight into MFS performance.
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Adapt IT Anti-Money Laundering solution assists in identifying, 

reporting, and blocking suspicious financial activities.  

This is done by accessing watchlists and analysing 

transactional activities and subscriber behaviour.

Reduce False Positives Using Matching Accuracy  

And Merit System

Adapt IT Anti-Money Laundering solution conducts 

thorough screenings in accordance with OFAC compliance 

and the Fourth EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive. 

We implement sanctions programmes with global 

information from all major watchlist providers and perform 

comprehensive screening against politically exposed 

persons (PEPs).

Select your screening: daily, weekly, ad-hoc, real-time

Select coverage: 3rd parties, directors, shareholders, 

employees.
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Built-In Watchlist Sources

Various public watchlists are automatically deployed with 

our solution. In the interests of saving you money, we 

have provided our own lists, and have also developed an 

advanced integration API to incorporate most commercially 

available sanctions and watch list databases into our 

ecosystem.
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Real-time Screening API

Hosted watchlist solutions remove the need to store and 

maintain watchlist data on-premises. Watchlist data is 

hosted and maintained at a central hosting location and 

exposed for real-time searching through a highly secure, 

encrypted API over the internet.
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Adverse Media Screening

Gain access to the world’s largest adverse media repository. 

This allows users to enhance their compliance screening 

workflow with richer media insights while limiting time 

spent contending with false positives.

Data is gathered from 200+ countries and 380,000 data 

sources, including social media.
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Reduce False Positives Through The Application  

Of Merits

In addition to name, the following fields are used to increase 

or decrease the relevance of a matched name and reduce 

false positives:

A final percentage is reached, which will determine whether 

or not an alert should be raised.
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Custom List Integration

You can also integrate or manually upload your own internal 

lists via the dedicated Custom Lists module. This module 

has its own features:
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ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING FEATURES
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Date of birth

Gender

Residence

Nationality or citizenship

Deceased indicator

Other merits…

Numerous list formats supported

Manual option available

Use our matching formulas (contains, exact, starts  

with etc)

Regular expressions supported

Integrates with Alerting and Workflow modules to inform 

users of any matches against a record

Supports matching against all ECW Entity types such as 

subscribers or agents

Assign a risk score to each list to inform the overall 

customer risk score
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Customer Risk Grading

Gain access to an extendable, feature-driven risk scoring 

engine. Risk attributes related to a variety of risk areas are 

identified and monitored for each supplier. This comes with 

a number of features:

A manual override option is available to supervisors should 

the customer risk score be higher or lower than the system-

calculated score.

Fully customizable framework

Weighted scoring for each attribute

Users can test the impact of scoring changes on the UI

Scores calculated as soon as a new customer gets 

onboarded

Scores are re-calculated daily, based on changes to 

customer activity or KYC

Monitor the risk trend over time

List of highest risk suppliers for ongoing monitoring

Full management dashboard available
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Case Management and Workflow (RiskSecure™)

All information or actions taken within RiskSecure are 

automatically updated in the system, so all authorized 

users are aware what the current scenario is pertaining to 

a particular client.

With advanced case management, the case manager 

presents suspicious accounts, including merchant/agent 

demographic data, for analyst review. Cases are presented 

in order of importance as indicated by user-defined alert 

prioritization, which enables you to focus efficiently on the 

most important or riskiest cases first.

In-app messaging, SMS or email notifications help analysts 

coordinate their efforts. 
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ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING FEATURES
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ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING BENEFITS
HOW ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING  

IS IMPLEMENTED

Minimize Risk Through Real-Time Watchlist 

Screening

Quickly determine potential matches between records. 

Records that exhibit a close match are then presented and 

flagged as matches in an alert for further investigation.

Reduce Time And Resources

Machine learning makes the process of identification 

streamlined and automatic. AI works automatically in the 

background to detect suspicious behaviour.

Enhance Efficiency

Reduce time-consuming investigations in the generation 

of  false positive alerts. Using a combination of risk-based 

and quantitative/qualitive tuning of the transaction 

monitoring scenarios, you can achieve a higher alert 

efficiency, therefore, improving the suspicious activity 

reporting process as a whole.

Protect Your Organization

In the case of your business being scammed by money 

laundering, you will be protected from being prosecuted.

Provide Your Business With Peace Of Mind 

You will be complying with AML legislation through  

due diligence.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Adapt IT recognizes the importance of access to mobile 

money and we take pride in creating trusted relationships 

in this area. Adapt IT Anti-Money Laundering comes with 

multiple benefits, some of which include:

Adapt IT Anti-Money Laundering is carried out over a 

prescribed amount of time that is dependent on the 

requirements of the overall project. Adapt IT provides the 

professional services and project management required for 

installation of the solution, including testing, deployment, 

and training.

Adapt IT Anti-Money Laundering 

is an opportunity to protect your 

business from financial crime, while 

playing a role in destabilizing these 

crimes around the world.
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Get in touch with us: 
sales.telecoms@adaptit.com 

+27 (0) 10 494 2893

We adapt and connect:

PROBLEMS WITH SOLUTIONS

YOUR IDEAS WITH REALITY

PEOPLE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

We create ADVANCED TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS THAT UNDERSTAND, 

ENHANCE AND ANTICIPATE YOUR BUSINESS 

NEEDS


